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THE FUTURE op MOROCCO BOUND

TT WAS TOO LAIE to inform everyone that there would

I be no issue of the May 2003 Monocco BouNo. Unfort-
Iunately, due to there being only a very small number of
contributions available, it was decided that rather than issue
just only a single A.4 page, the May issue would be com-
bined with the August issue in the hope that a more
worthwhile and viable publication would result. The usual
May issue of the NSW NEwsr-Errrn was issued in March to
advertise the Building 'Purulia ' book exhibition to be held
in early May, so the appropriate notice about Monocco
BouNo was unable to be given. The Editor apologises to
readers flor lateness of notice.

The non availability of good articles on books, book-
binding techniques, noted personnel, exhibitions, fairs,
reports of travels in other countries, demonstrations and
related ephemera is a matter of grave concern. There seems
to be a drought and contributions havejust dried upl The
question comes down to: do 'we' really need Moaocco
Bouxo? Or should the various State Guilds persist with
their own parochrial endeavours and revert to their own
newsletters for the propagation of technical articles, in
addition to notices of their local activities? If the answer
to this question is 'yes', then there seems ro be little point
to continue Monocco BouNo as a national .journal.

The NSW Guild Committee, the producers of MoRocco
BouNo, has been considering this question including a

number of other proposals.

John R Newland,
Editor.

The Guild committee received a report by the Editor, John
Newland, on the current situation with Monocco BouND
on 2l May. It was agreed that this matter would be discussed
at the following meeting on 30 July. John's report was very
thorough and extensive, going over the history of Monocco
Bour.ro up to the present day.

Having been a member of the Publications Committee
for almost three years (and occasional contributor), I have
experienced the worry and concern in trying to ensure that
there are enough varied, interesting, and at the same time,
well written articles available for publication. John has done
a wonderful job as Editor for many years and we need to
consider carefully his views and suggestions. Both
Rosemarie Jeffers-Palmer, also member of the publications
Committee, and myself support John Newland's proposal
for an annual publication, more substantial in size with
quality content.

(Continued on Page l6)
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INTERNATIONAL MARBLERS' GATHERING
IMAGES, SURFACES, DEVICES

A report by Vi Wilson and Carol Cantrell

The fifth international gathering of marblers was held at
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts, Gatlinburg, Tennes-
see, USA from 4 to 7 September2OO2. Like previous gath-
erings. it attracted marblers, collectors and otherwise inter-
ested people from eastern and western cultures. Countries
represented were America, Canada, England, France, Ger-
many, Turkey, Spain, Austria, Japan and Australia. Those
attending fiom Australia were Vi Wilson from Southport,
Carol Cantrell from Sydney, Joan Ajala tiom Brunswick
Heads and Robert Mclaren fiom Melbourne. The number
attending the conference was down on expectations, due in
part to the current uncertainties in air travel.

Gatlinburg is a small community with a heavy tourist
influence, nestled at the edge of the Great Smoky Moun-
tains National Park, an area of densely wooded hills and
mountains, at the eastern extremity of Tennessee. The
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts is one of four major
schools of its kind in this part of the country, and is well set
up with airy classrooms, a good library, and supply store.
Most of the conference attendees were housed in on-campus
accommodation.

The conference began on Wednesday evening with the
official opening of the juried Exhibition; the Tribute Exhi-
bition; and the Children's Exhibition. The juried exhibition
contained some wonderful images - beautifully marbled silk,
wood, ceramic and paper using collage techniques, over-
marbling, underpainting with overmarbling, precise circular
images, and images combining eastern and western mar-
bling. The methods to create these images included oil,
watercolour, and acrylic on varying surfhces - water, methyl-
cellulose, gum tragacanth, gum guar, and carrageen. Mar-
bling, like calligraphy. has emerged from its traditional book
arts base, into the areas of wall art and elegantly wearable

art. Vi was most fortunate to have two pieces hung in this
exhibition.

The Tribute Exhibition showed limited examples of the
work of recognized past masters of marbling - the late
Christopher Weimann, Musta[a Duzgunman, Michel Duval
and Sydney Cockerell. The Children's Exhibition showcased
their work produced in marbling classes.

On the second day of the conference, marblers were
given the opportunity to sell work they had produced. The
variety was astonishing - notjust sheets ofpaper, but cloth-
ing, books, greeting cards, jewelry and wall art. A supply
store was also set up. In the evening this room was com-
pletely cleared, and marbling tanks set up for people to test
different products which had been donated. This 'research
and development' room was open each evening until mid-
night. It was always busy !

Friday and Saturday mornings were set aside for lectures
which were informative and often entertaining. Some of the
topics included were: The Making of Inksticks; Historical
Contributions to Marbling in France; Influence of Islamic
Marbling on Early European Development; and The Use of
Oleographs in Bindings. The aftemoons were set aside for a
series of demonstrations by well-known marblers. Six differ-
ent demonstrations (some repeated) were held each hour for
three hours, and participants had to choose what they wished
to see. It was a system that worked well, and included such
topics as edge marbling for books, Spanish marbling, tradi-
tional patterns, marbling on ceramic, fabric or timber, Turk-
ish flowers, suminagashi, and paste papers. Demonstrators
were very open and shared their information.

An on-line magazine was at the time of the conference
well into the planning stages, and the first issue has recently
appeared on CD ROM. This, together with the formation

Cantl Cantrell, Vi Wilson and Dan
Essig at Dan's e.rhibition of his books

at the American Craft Expo held at
Clicago in September 2002.
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of a Society of Marblers, will provide a valuable forum
for marblers to communicate and share information. To raise
funds for the Society, marblers were asked to contribute
samples of their paper, which were bound into a book and
auctioned at the end of the conference. The work of over
forty marblers is represented and the book is a real collec-
tors item. The bidding was spirited and quickly passed the
anticipated price. Finally down to two bidders, the auction
became quite exciting, and it is with much pleasure that we
can report that Vi Wilson is now the proud owner of this
book. Anyone traveling to Southport in Queensland is wel-
come to make an appointment with Vi to see it.

One of the highlights of this conference was being able
to view the Modern Marblers - a book and folios created
by Jean-Marie Seton of Santa Barbara, California. Originally
she had been commissioned to do a book using her mar-
bled samples but after the second marblers' gathering in
San Francisco in 199Z,Jean-Marie realised there were many
marblers she would like to include in such a book, and in
1993 she began collecting marbling samples from people
all over the world. It was her desire to not only pay tribute
to four past masters (Weimann, Duzgunman, Duval and
Cockerell), but contemporary marblers as well.

As Jean-Marie began work on her project, formulating
her ideas and making prototypes, she suffered a set back
with the loss of her husband in 1994. Vi first met Jean-
Marie at a calligraphy conference in Los Angeles in June
1995, and they formed an immediate rapport. M then visited
Jean-Marie at her home in 1996 at a time when her desire
to carry on the project was at its lowest ebb. The warmth
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Jake Benson's entlusiastic demonstation of edge rnarbling
encouraged his audience to activell participate.

they shared on that visit, and the support she received from
other marblers and friends, gave her the determination to
finish this mammoth undertaking.

It was completed in 2002 and contains the work of nearly
60 marblers. Each participant's work is presented in a folio,
with one page of hand lettered text detailing the marbler's
philosophy about marbling. A book to accompany the

11

Vi Wilson and Jean Marie Seaton looking at the endpapers of
the book, Modern Marblers.
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folios contains a short biography of each of the masters
mentioned above. The entire work is housed in a beautitul
box made by Jean-Marie. All the lettering was done by her.
and the astonishing thing is, she didn't just make one of
these volumes, she made two. Jean-Marie Seton, who turned
80 in 2002, is an amazing calligrapher, marbler and book-
binder - and obviously a much loved member of the inter-
national marbli ng community.

Although this was Carol's first marblers' gathering, ir
was the third Vi had attended and in her opinion, without
question the best. There was a great sense of community,
warmth and sharing. The organisation was excellent and
organiser Laura Sims, her planning board and their volun-
teer helpers deserve warmest congratulations on a job well
done. The next gathering is scheduled for Turkey in 2005.

While in America, we took the opportunity of visiting
the Newbeny Library in Chicago where we met Paul Gehl
and Sharon Rose, the people involved with the creation of
a database for the books, marbled papers and ephemera
presented to them by a well-known Chicago marbler and
bookbinder, Norma Rubovits. It was exciting to tind that
Vi's papers were included in this important collection.

Worth a visit for bookbinders is the Chicago Center for
Book & Paper at Columbia College, an enormous area with
two galleries, a paper making studio, a bindery, a letter-
press studio, a computer lab and studios for graduate
students. We were shown around by Bill Drendel, the Center
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Director, and particularly admired the wonderful collection
of presses, the 50O.drawers of type and the hundreds of
delicate brass tools. The Center offers a Master of Fine Arts
in Interdisciplinary Book and Paper Arts as a post graduate
degree. Bill Drendel suggested we should visit Aiko's, a
famous Japanese paper store, and so we took the train out
of town to find ourselves in this very subtle, but wonder-
fully colourful shop. Every imaginable Japanese paper and
book cloth is stocked, as well as beautiful but functional
items such as book binding tools and Japanese bowls.

While in Chicago we took the opportunity to visit the
Joan Flasch Collection of Artists' Books and spent two hours
perusing an amazing variety of items. Some exhibited trad-
itional bookbinding skills while others were so far removed
fiom the classic book form that the viewer was constantly
challenged to 'think outside the square'. From beautiful
crafismanship to strangely cobbled together artifacts, this
collection of artists'books offers an important insight into
the imagination of the non-traditional book maker.

In Boston we visited the Houghton Library at Harvard
University where two important collections of marbled
papers are housed - the Loring Collection and the Easton
Collection. The Easton concentrates on contemporary mar-
bling while the Loring contains a broad range of decorated
papers, including marbled and paste papers. We found
Rosamond Loring's paste papers to be quite fascinating,
and after examining the papers, and saying "how drd she
make that pattern?", and "that looks like a doily", we were
taken into the library stack to examine the boxes of Loring's
tools. To our delight we lound the tools to be ordinary house-
hold items that Loring had adapted, and there indeed was
the crocheted doily that she had used to pattern one of the
papers.

Coptic binding by Dan Essig. Wooden boartls with.fossiL ser
betu'een mica. Handmade paper sewn on waxed linen thread.

Iris Nevins lat,ing paper.for Spanish Moire.
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We spent a few days in Asheville, North Carolina, very
much an Arts and Crafts Movement town and well worth a

visit for the galleries and the interesting architecture. Here
we visited Dan Essig, a bookbinder, at his studio at the

Grovewood Gallery and both bought examples of his books.
Dan makes beautiful books in the Egyptian Coptic style,
with timber covers and handmade paper.

l-f-$e skills explored in Rene Tnaors range from stone

I tool making to haystack building, from glass eyeball
I making to bookbinding, from millinery to sword

making. Not only will you get to see the tools, the materials
and the end products of these skills, you will also be able
to witness the masters in progress as they transform raw
material into useful objects. Interviews with other trades-
people, a range of exciting interactives, demonstrations,
workshops and public programs make RanE Tnaoes a lively
and stimulating exhibition. The exhibition has/will tour at:

Scienceworks, Melbourne
15 February to 11 May 2003

National Museum of Australia, Canberra
6 June to l2 October 2003.

The Book. Rena Tnaoes, is now available in all good book
stores. Author: Mark Thomson (also best seller of Blokes
and Sheds). Publisher: HarperCollins.
Format: Paperback. Price: $24.95

Forty eight different trades people featured in this
excellent book. Wonderful photographs and synopsis of
work done. Whets the appetite for more. Reminds us of
the skills a person acquired in working a 'trade'.

The trades covered in the book are: stone trades, bush
skills, metal trades, timber trades, marine trades, horse and
leather trades, decorative trades, apparel trades.

Other trades are mentioned such as: horologist, haystack
builder, violin maker, organ pipe maker, penny-tarthing
(bicycle) maker, ocularist, cray pot maker, weavers, figure
maker.

There is a glossary and contact details, plus much more.
A quotation from the introduction to the book by Mark

Thomson, author of RenE Tneoes is:
For most people working in seruice industries

or as a small anonynrcLts cog in a larger machine,
job satisfaction is far more abstract. Having a nice
pile of by1s5 squared awat on the contputer at day-'s
end can ultimately be deeply unsatisfying. You ntight
have had afew meetings, talked on the phone, tapped
away o,t the computer and done a few figures or
accounts. What vuas done that really fisi the mark
of your hunnnity on it?

Those furury things at the ends of your arn$ are
nnde for better things. The human hand, capable of
graspittg, twisting and changing the world into
objects of beauty and usefulness, is pottered b,- a
deep genetic urge.
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This trip to the United States was of great interest to us

both as marblers and bookbinders. We both came away from
the marblers' gathering inspired and rejuvenated, and en-
couraged by the friendships made and renewed. Meeting
other bookbinders and seeing examples of their work was
definitely an added bonus.

The book is well worth having on your bookshel[. I am
convinced that any one who has the chance to see this
exhibition will be captivated. There is much to surprise
and delight anyone of any age. The exhibition has had a
very generous budget.

Daphne Lera,
Sydney, NSW.

Daphne, who managed the 120-year old bookbinding and
gold stamping firm of D S Murray Pty Ltd, has announced
that the firm closed its doors on 30 May 2003.

However, Daphne will recommence business in February
2C04 at her new location at St Raphael,

27 Britain Street
Leura NSW 2780

One door closes and another door opens ...

HUGO PELLER
One of the world's leading fine binders, Hugo Peller, passed
away on 4 March 2003. He was the son of a masterbinder,
beginning as an apprentice in I 934- 1 938, going on to study
binding and finishing in Paris under Professor A Jeanne in
1945-46. completing his studies with honours.

He taught binding atthe Facherverbeschule in Solturn
from 1946 to 1967, and in 1978 he was a founding member
of the Centro del Bel Libro. Hugo during his teachings and
overseas travellin_e, influenced some of the world's best
binders. Often honoured for his design binding, he was
elected a member of Meister der Einbandkrorsr in 1985.

Hugo visited Australia in 1984 as a guest of the First
National Conlerence of Craft Bookbinders in Canbena. He
also visited other Australian Guilds, including the Ralph

Lewis Workshop, then at
Glebe, Sydney to give
demonstrations of his
techniques. His lriendli-
ness together with an
eagerness to impart his
knowledge to others will
be long remembered.

Hugo Peller givittg a
demonstration at the
NSW Guild's (Glebe)
Workshop in 1984.

RARB TRADES
MAKING THINGS BY HAND IN THE DIGITAL AGE
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BUILDING 'PARULIA'
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EXHIBITION AT ERYLDENE, GORDON, NSW

t-I-lHE EXHIBITION OF BOOKS by members of the
I NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders and associated

I guilds was officially opened on Friday, 2May 2O03
at 6.00pm and remained open on Saturday and Sunday, 3
and 4 May in conjunction with the open weekend at
Eryldene in Gordon, Sydney. Exhibition participants
attended the opening with their family and friends, members
of the Guild, members of the Eryldene Trust Board and
Committee. There was a great buzz of excitement at the
opening with drinks and refreshments available for all
present.

Paula Bloch. President NSW Guild of Craft Book-
binders spoke at the opening and below is the text of her
speech.

Thankyou allfor coming today - a big welcome to our
ruembers of the Guild, theirfamily andfriends, members
of the Eryldene Trust Board and Comntittee.

This is indeed a very special occasion - an exhibitiott
organized by the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders to
publicly displalt a collection of designer and hand-bound
books by our members. It has been a custom to annually
display work at Fisher Library, Sydnel; University in
conjunction with our ArutuaL General Meeting, but this is
the first time that we have undefiaken to exhibit at another
venue. I did organize another exhibition of Canadian Book
Arts and Bookbinding afew years ago, which was held in
the Ralph Lewis Workshop. In fact, that exhibition was

also displayed at Primrose Park Craft Centre for the Paper
Makers Association.

The books of the Bullding 'Purulia' exhibition, held in
March 1983, were ntade from specially hand-made, hand-
printed paper and the Guild's first President, Ralph Lewis,
was responsible for seeking permissiort from Dr Hardy
Wilson to reproduce his essay. It was one of a number of
essays in a publicatiott by Sydney Ure Smith in 1921.

At the time of the original exhibition in 1983, the Guild
had 74 members (today we have 170 members) and we
are very pleased to have in this display, a number of books
that were shown in the first exhibition 20 ysqTt ago. In
fact, there are two prize-winning books - Heather
McPherson received the award for outstanding cover
design and Win Williams for best endpaper treatment.

When Sabine Pierard proposed this exhibition and
venue last year I supported the idea, realising that there
would be considerable work involved. I presented the idea
to the Guild Committee who subsequently agreed to
support the exhibition. Today you see the result of our work

- an exhibition of designer and handbound books of the
same title, Building 'Purulia', with some books having been
bound 20 years ago, some being bound rccently and others
bound somewhere in between - a total of 33 books.

There is an enormous amount of time devoted to
desigtting and creating these books, which makes them
priceless. Our bookbinders ere aLl dedicated to producing
the best work that they can possibly create.

Above: Part of the NSW Guild's Building 'Purulia' exhibition
on displat at Eryldene.

Left: Ian WaterhoLtse, son of Professor E G Waterlnuse, the

first resident of Eryldene designed by architect W Hardy Wilson,

and Paula Bloch, President NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders,
officially opening the exhibition on the front porch ofEryldene.

Both photos: John Newland.
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Sabine Pierard was introduced and spoke about how
pleased and proud she was that her students had the

opportunity to show their work in this exhibition. She talked

about the range of innovative ideas that her students had

come up with and the very fine outcome of their work in
producing individual books. She commented on the

dedication of her students.
Professor Ian Waterhouse, Vice Chairman of the

Eryldene Trust Board, and fourth youngest son of Professor

E G Waterhouse, for whom William Hardy Wilson designed
Eryldene, then officially opened the exhibition.

Prof Waterhouse spoke about the long tiiendship,
interests and tastes that his father and J Hardy Wilson shared

and remembered the latter as a tall man of striking
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appearance and forthright opinions, standing out with his

critical view of architecture in Australia. Hardy Wilson

loved the Iight and landscape, designing a beautiful garden

to compliment the simple lines of his house Purulia. Ptof
Waterhouse referred to a past period where well-constructed

and beautifully embellished books were regarded as a major
art form and also to the role ofthe Eryldene Trust in enabling

learning in related aesthetic fields.
Paula Bloch then went on to thank the exhibitors,

members, and friends of NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders,
the Eryldene Trust Board and Committee. Approximately
180 persons visited the exhibition over the weekend.

Paula Bloch,
President.

SYDNEY 2OO3 ROYAL EASTER SHOW BOOKBINDING RESULTS

CLASS 172
Cased-in binding. Any hand bound book comprising a multi-
section binding, hand sewn onto tapes or cords, rounded and

backed: may include bradel-type binding. Must function as a

book.
First Prize Margaret Scott*
Second Melissa Hoare
Third Lee Rolph
* Exhibited in the Standards of Excellence display.

CLASS 173
Extra letterpress or library style binding. Any hand sewn multi-
section book including laced-in or split boards structure. The
book may incorporate a creative or innovative design or deco-
ration and must function as a book.

HighlyCommended RosemarieJeffers-Palmer

CLASS 174
Artists' or book arts binding. Any form of bound book of
adhesive or non-adhesive structure with materials and design
relating to the contents of the text.

Class 172 - First Prize and Standards of E-rcellence:
Margaret Scott.for Tar Frantmm SmpeNr.

JUDGE'S REPORT
I feel compelled to write this article because of the small
numbers of entries received for the 2003 Royal Easter Show.
Some fifteen entries were received, some being from other
States, which is most gratifying.

With the relatively large numbers of members in the
NSW Guild, I cannot understand that a more impressive
participation was not evidenced. I know that the new show
site at Olympic Park may not be as convenient that the
fbrmer Moore Park was, but the travelling difficulties are
still much the same fbr everyone.

So please, start planning your entries for the 2004 Show
now.B,y improvingthe numbers of entries, there is a greater
public recognition of the Guild.

COME ON, MEMBERS - surely we can do a lot better!
Susy Braun,
Judge 2003.

First Prize
Second
Third

First Prize
Second
Third

Barbara Davidson
Melissa Hoare
Arthur Ackhurst

Dirk Heyink
Lee Rolph
Rosemarie Jeffers-Palmer

Highly Commended Barbara Davidson

Class 174 Artists' Book - Second Prize:
Lee Rolph for A ColtcenrNe BtNoruc.
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Class 173 - Third Prize:
Arthur Akhurst for BLANCHE, aN Ausrneuax Dunr.

Class 174 Artists' Book - First Prize:
Dirk Heyink for A Twerrru Cewuny BworNc.

In the I2th Century, books were often transported in bookcases
(bo-res) standing on their fore edges. Tabs at head and tail
facilitated lifting out of the box. Bound in l1ntm thick wooden
boards, covered in leather with the flesh side out. The insides of
the boards covered in raw deerhide and sewn onto two double
cotds with herringbone stitch.

(Continuedfrom Page 9)

Our Guild receives a number of annual bookbinding
magazines from our overseas colleagues with whom we
have an exchange that are most interesting with reports,
valuable articles and illustrations. On the other hand, we
see that our own interstate colleagues have newsletters that
carry a variety of articles for their own members and then

neither contribute to MoRocco Bouvo nor order it - Queensland
is an exception with a substantial order.
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Class 173 - Second Prize and Class 172 - Second Prize:
MeLissa Hoare for Spect Fecrs (left) and Ceno Gan* (right).

Left: bound in blue Kano goat skin with 'Saturn' onlay in

),elLow leather Box covered in blue buckram and marble
paper

Right: bound in gold kangaroo skinwithAce of Diamonds inlav
in white, red and black buckram. Includes two sets of
play-ing cards.

At the most recent meeting of the committee, it was
decided to seek the opinions of our NSW members as well
as those from interstate that have been receiving our
Monocco BouNo. Please take the opportunity and let us

know what your views are.

Paula Bloch,
President.

Class 172 Cased-in Binding - Third Prize:
Lee Rolph.
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